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Abstract
For the aim of producing geometric models of critical infrastructures (e.g., governamental assets, nuclear plants, airports, railway and metro stations, hospitals, etc.) where various security tools and control systems may be easily integrated, we discuss here a fast and inexpensive construction
of digital models of complex buildings and infrastructures
from line drawings of architectural plans, the only geometric information widely available. The paradigmatic reference is to PLM (Product Lifecycle Management), where
geometric information provides the exchange/collaboration
layer among all business data and departments. Our algorithmic approach is centered on the generation of BSP (Binary Space Partition) models of buildings from architectural plans, through automatic translation into a symbolic
intermediate geometric language, whereas detailed representations of whatever infrastructure portions are generated
at run-time by a streaming data-flow process well-suited for
implementation on the Cell BE architecture.
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1

Introduction

We are developing a VR (Virtual Reality) platform, named
MOSIC (MOdeling Security of Critical Infrastructures), to
make fast and inexpensive the 3D reconstruction of buildings from 2D architectural drawings. Such 3D building
models are used as the information integration layer for disparate, and loosely coupled, sensor and security software
systems.
In particular, the objective of the present work is to discuss a geometric modeling approach that allows the semiautomatic reconstruction of multi-floor buildings starting
from 2D design plans. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to
discuss a fast reconstruction of 3D models of critical infrastructures from line-drawings of architectural plans, using
symbolic methods and geometric data structures like BSP
(Binary Space Partition) trees. The run-time evaluation of
the submodels of building portions interested to each protection procedure or training simulation will provide the VR

scene to be used for training of security forces and for solution of crises at the operation and control centre.
The generation of models of complex buildings from
plants is a difficult and largely unsolved [9] inverse problem. The difficulty of the reconstruction problem of 3D
buildings from architectural plans is confirmed by the rarity of scientific literature on the topic (see [8, 16, 9, 17, 7]),
as well as by the extreme scarcity of successful projects for
detailed virtual reconstruction of actual complex buildings,
when the required detail scales at the dimension of the single constructive element or the furniture element of the single room, and not at the urban landscape scale. The only
significant example we are aware of concerns a 2003 project
of virtual reconstruction of the MIT campus, where no more
than some web documentation [17] seems to be available.
For the development of the project discussed here, we
capitalize on a novel parallel framework [3, 15] for highperformance solid and geometric modeling, that (i) compiles the generating expression of the model into a dataflow
network of concurrent threads, and (ii) splits the model into
fragments to be distributed to computational nodes and generated independently. The approach is well suited to CellBE (Broadband Engine) implementation, that someone believes the reference architecture for advanced imaging, modeling and simulation of next decades.

2

Interpretation and 3D mapping of plants

Our approach is centered about the generation of BSP (Binary Space Partition) models of buildings from architectural
plans. In particular it can be summarized as follows.
First of all, input Autocad files with line-drawings of
2D architectural plants are transformed into double interval
trees, to efficiently answer interactive proximity queries.
Then semantics is assigned to small line subsets, via
pattern-based recognition of the components of building fabric (internal partitions, external enclosures, vertical communication elements etc), and with subsequent translation
into symbolic generating forms of the geometric language
PLaSM [14, 13, 12, 5].
Later, the evaluation of symbolic scripts may produce
either streaming solid models [15] or adjacency graphs of
the critical infrastructure as a whole or of parts of the build-

contains the interval of v but not the interval of the parent
of v. 2D segment trees are used in MOSIC to efficiently
answer proximity queries about drawing lines that partially
overlap or are contained in a given 2-dimensional interval.

BSP trees Binary Space Partition (BSP) is a method [10]

Figure 1: (a) Interior view of the first floor of a reconstructed building; (b) interior view of forth floor; (c) vector
graphics (AutoCAD .dwg format) of 2D input architectural
plans: first floor; (c) fourth floor; (d) external view form
north-east; (e) external view form south-east.

for recursively subdividing a space into convex sets by hyperplanes, i.e. by affine sets of codimension 1. This subdivision gives rise to a representation of the scene by means of a
tree data structure known as BSP tree. This one is a binary
tree with partitioning hyperplanes in the inner nodes and
with either IN or OUT labels in the leafs. A solid cell of the
space partition is labeled IN; an empty cell is labeled OUT.
A node of a BSP tree represents the convex set generated
by the intersection of all the subspaces on the unique path
from the node to the root. The convex set of a node equals
the disjoint union of the convex sets associated to its child
nodes. BSP trees are largely used in graphics and computational geometry applications as gaming and robotics. Recently they were adopted [11] for the highly efficient new
geometric kernel of the PLaSM language. In particular, they
are used to represent the polyhedral cells of the HPC (Hierarchical Polyhedral Complex) data structure [12] used by
the language.

ing that are interested to some specific security or protection
procedure;
Finally, control sensor systems, as well as protection and
security systems, are integrated on this geometric framework, where security procedures and training may be modeled, tested and operated using VR tools and methods.

2.1

Data structures

The generation of complex geometric models is implemented as a computational framework of pipelined processes
that progress concurrently, so that coarse approximations of
the final value are obtained nearly instantly, long before the
input operands are fully processed [15]. This framework allows for (a) progressive generation of both complex parts
and large-scale assemblies, and (b) adaptive on-demand refinement. It relies on two components: BSP trees, and the
kind of solid meshes known as polytopal complexes. Three
geometric data structures, namely (a) segment-trees, (b) Binary Space Partition (BSP) trees, and (c) Hasse graphs of
the containment relation between the k-cells of a d-dimensional mesh (0 ≤ k ≤ d) are used in the MOSIC platform.

Segment-trees A segment tree is a binary search tree
for a given set of coordinates. The set of coordinates is
defined by the endpoints of the input line segments. Any
two adjacent coordinates build an elementary interval. Every leaf corresponds to an elementary interval. Inner nodes
correspond to the union of the subtree intervals of the node.
Each node v contains a container type (or a list, if it is onedimensional) that will contain all intervals L, such that L

Figure 2: (a) space partition by hyperplanes; (b) corresponding progressive BSP tree, whose nodes corrspond to
hyperplanes and subtrees correspond to subspaces; (c) partition of a 2D cell (a triangle, in this case) with an hyperplane;
(d) Hasse diagram of the induced polytopal cell complex.

Hasse diagrams A cell complex K is a collection of
compacts subsets of Ed , called cells, such that: (a) if c ∈ K,
then every face of c is in K; (b) the intersection of any two
cells is either empty or a face of both. A d-polytope is a
solid, convex and bounded subset of Ed . A polytopal dcomplex, or d-mesh, is a cell complex of d-polytopes and
their k-faces (0 ≤ k ≤ d). A complete representation of
a d-mesh is given by its Hasse diagram, the directed graph
of the cover relation of cells, whose nodes are the members
of the complex K, partially ordered by containment, and
where there is an arc from node x to node y iff: (a) x ⊂ y
and (b) there is no z such that x ⊂ z ⊂ y. In this case,

we say y covers x, or y is an immediate successor of x.
Hasse diagrams are used in the PLaSM kernel as complete
representation of the topology of K, that cannot be handled
efficiently by BSP trees.

Figure 3: Ray-traced images of the reconstructed building.

2.2

Pattern-driven interpretation of 2D plans

composed as continuous alpha-numerical strings, according
to ISO 13567, the international CAD layer standard.

2.2.2 Pattern identification and matching
An interaction widget is used to fast select a subset of 2D
line drawings to be associated with a generating form picked
from a contextual menu organized by building subsystem.
The selected set of lines is highlighted for visual approval,
and elected as the reference pattern for the chosen generating form. Next, the textual parameters of the generating form are displayed for the sake of documentation, and
each of them is either associated by the user to one of the
pattern lines or receives a textual value as actual parameter. Then a specialized agent explores the data structures
(the segment trees) associated to the various drawings for
smart pattern matching, i.e. looking for patterns with same
topology and/or same numeric measures (depending on the
generating form). For each match the generating form is
automagically instanciated, the resulting expression is evaluated and the generated 3D geometric value is displayed in
the context of the other geometry generated by the same
drawing, for visual validation by the user. Finally, the set of
recognized and translated patterns is removed from both the
display list and from its segment-tree representation. Each
generated expression is named according to standard naming conventions from the UniClass NBS standard described
below, and added to the generated PLaSM source output.
The interactive (a) symbol identification, (b) pattern matching and (c) symbolic translation process will continue until all the significant patterns are removed from the source
drawings.

The architectural plants in dwg format of the building are
first transformed into a 2D interval tree associated to the
two sets of coordinates of lines of the plant, supposed completely lacking of topology and semantics information. An
iterative process of proximity query, semantics assignment
and pattern maching with automatic PLaSM coding is then
started by the operator, with the aim of semi-automatically
identify all the plant components with a specified meaning
in the building fabric. All the recognized patterns are translated into a parameterized generative symbolic form, added
to the scripted 3D model, and deleted from the interval tree
and from the operator display of the 2D plant, while appearing in the 3D model view for visual validation. The process
of pattern identification, pattern matching, symbolic translation, and deletion, repeats until all the significant plant
element are identified, translated and removed.

2.2.3 PLaSM generating functions

2.2.1

2.2.4 Work breakdown structure

Interpretation of DWG data

We are using the OpenDWG C++ libreries developed by
the Open Design Alliance, to read and interpret the input
drawing files, according to open industry-standard formats
for Computer-aided design (CAD). When parsing the input
data, most item types are just skipped over, including most
layers of related information. CAD layer names are structured as series of mandatory and optional fixed length fields,

In order to give a synthetic picture of the symbolic translation process, we discuss here some of the PLaSM functions used by the translation process. The top-level classification of the generative functions may be assembled according to the semantics of the building fabric subsystems.
We therefore distinguish between (a) structure, (b) vertical
enclosures, (c) horizontal enclosures, (d) internal partitions
and (e) vertical communication elements. More in general,
the classification of both spaces (Table F) and elements for
building (Table G) of the Unified Classification for the Construction Industry (UniClass), published in 1997 in UK by
National Building Specification (NBS) may be used to classify the generating functions in compliance with the semantics of the generated submodels.

The building frame is decomposed into beams and pillars
(the foundations are not considered here). Both are generated floor-wise, and repeated at different floors, possibly
after elimination of some elements. Two main strategies
for pillar locations may be chosen, depending on their regularity. Individual pillar location works by standard pattern matching, by looking for the simple patterns of pillar
boundary lines; grid-based pillar location works by setting

the local origins of a lattice of pillars by Cartesian product
of lateral dimensions, followed by instancing the pillar elements to be repeated at grid positions. Incomplete grids of
pillars are easy to setup by exploiting the intrinsic indexing
of elements induced by the Cartesian product. Beams are
either generated by pattern matching of collinear lines, if
available in the drawings, or by Cartesian product of three
sets of dimensions, after some smart manipulation of the
signed lateral dimensions of a grid of pillars. The Cartesian
product of point-sets [4] is one of the most powerful operators in the language, and greatly contributes to its awesome
geometric expressive power. Horizontal enclosures (floor
segments) are generated using another basic operation of
the PLaSM language, i.e. as join of beam subsets, where
the join of point-sets is defined as their convex hull. Each
vertical communication element, i.e. either a ramp or a stair
or an elevator, is generated by choosing the appropriate generating function (in a specialized library), and instancing it
with actual parameters, derived automatically by the drawing area selected by the operator as research pattern for the
communication element.

Stair example The full code of a generating function
for a double-ramp stair is shown below. The code contains the design knowledge necessary to generate a wellengineered stair when a reasonable volume for it is allocated, and includes the standard linear constraint relationship between step height and step width in meters.
Four real parameters, namely dx,dy,dz,dx1 must be
instanced at each function application. Dx,dy are the rectangular sizes of the pattern area, dz is the inter-floor height
difference, dx1 is the width of the landing light. Q is a
primitive operator that transforms either a number or a sequence of numbers into a 1D cell complex. The operation
symbol * is strongly overloaded in the language, and represents either a product of numbers, or a Cartesian product
of point sets, or a product of functions. The reader is referred to the online tutorial [14] for the very simple PLaSM
syntax.

DEF s t a i r ( dx , dy , dz , dx1 : : isrealpos ) = STRUCT:<
w a l l , l a n d i n g 1 , l a n d i n g 3 , T : 1 : dx1 , f l i g h t ,
f l i g h t 2 , T:<1,3>:<dx2 , dz/2>, l a n d i n g 2 >
WHERE
n s t e p h = FLOOR : ( ( dz/ 2 ) / 0 . 1 6 ) ,
n step w = n step h - 1 ,
s t e p h e i g h t = ( dz/ 2 ) / n s t e p h ,
step width = 0.65 - 2 * step height ,
dx2 = n s t e p w * s t e p w i d t h ,
dx3 = dx - dx1 - dx2 ,
step = S : 3 : -1:
( q : s t e p w i d t h * q : ( dy/ 2 ) * q : 0 . 0 5 ) ,
under step = T:3:-0.05:
( q : 0 . 0 5 * q : ( dy/ 2 ) * q : s t e p h e i g h t ) ,
f l i g h t = ( STRUCT ∼ ## : n s t e p w ) : <
under step , T:3: step height ,
s t e p , T : 1 : s t e p w i d t h >,
f l i g h t 2 = ( T: <1 ,2 ,3 >: < dx2 , dy/ 2 , dz/2>∼S : 1 : - 1 ) :
flight ,
l a n d i n g 1 = S : 3 : - 1 : ( q : dx1 * q : dy * q : 0 . 2 ) ,
l a n d i n g 2 = S : 3 : - 1 : ( q : dx3 * q : dy * q : 0 . 2 ) ,
l a n d i n g 3 = T : 3 : dz : l a n d i n g 1 ,
w a l l = T:<1,2>:<dx1 , dy/2 - 0.05 >:
( q : dx2 * q : 0 . 1 * q : dz )
END ;
DEF b a s e m e n t s t a i r = s t a i r :< 6 . 9 5 , 3 . 5 8 , 3 , 2 . 6 5 >;

Two images of the solid model produced by the evaluation of the basement stair symbol is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Two views of the solid stair model generated by
application of the stair generating function on the actual
parameter sequence < 6.95, 3.58, 3, 2.65 >

2.2.5

Remarks

It may be useful to notice that the output 3D generative
source code is between two and three orders of magnitude
smaller than the corresponding 2D dwg files. For instance,
the building model shown in Figures 1 and 3 is scripted by
a PLaSM source of 36 KB, including a lot of comments,
whereas its production started from a quadruple of dwg files
summing-up to about 4 MB. The translation process will
improve and get faster as more as the system is used, and as
more as the library of parametrized generative macros gets
bigger.

2.3

PLaSM scripting

PLaSM, (the Programming LAnguage for Solid Modeling)
is a design language, developed by the CAD Group at the
University “Roma Tre” and previously at the University of
Rome “La Sapienza”. The language is strongly influenced
by FL (programming at Function Level), an advanced approach to functional programming [2, 1] developed by the

Functional Programming Group leaded by John Backus and
John Williams at the IBM Research Division in Almaden
(California) in the first nineties.
PLaSM can be seen as a geometric extension of FL, allowing for a powerful algebraic calculus with dimensionindependent geometric objects, that include polyhedral complexes and parametric polynomial and rational manifolds
(curves, surfaces, curved solids, and higher-dimensional objects). The language is a natural environment for geometric
computations, where a complex shape is generated as an assembly of component shapes, highly dependent from each
other, and where (a) each part may result from computations
with other parts, (b) a generating function is associated to
each, (c) geometric expressions may appear as actual parameters.

Language basics Every PLaSM program is a function. When applied to some input argument, a program produces some output value. Two programs are usually connected by using functional composition, so that the output
of the first program is used as input to the second program.
According to the FL semantics, an arbitrary PLaSM script
can be written by using only three programming constructs:
application of a function to the actual value of its input
parameters, elements of the function domain, producing the corresponding output value in the function codomain;
composition of two or more functions allowing the pipelined execution of their ordered sequence;
construction of a vector function allowing the parallel execution of its component functions.
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